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An experimental study of the effects of various modifications to the hollow cathode discharge region of a 20 cm electron bombardment ion thruster is presented. The introduction of electrical insulation between the main and cathode discharge regions is shown to have no significant effect on thruster performance. Adjustment of both the diameter and length of the cathode discharge region from the design condition are examined and the reduced sizes are shown to effect large improvements in propellant utilization (~15%) when the thruster is operating at about 30% of the design thrust level. Performance improvements are shown to be less significant at higher thrust levels. The feasibility of using a high voltage tickler electrode to initiate the cathode-keeper discharge is considered and results obtained suggest this mode of startup is unsatisfactory.
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INTRODUCTION

The hollow cathode is widely used to generate electrons in an electron bombardment ion thruster because it exhibits long life characteristics and can be ground tested before it is used on a flight mission. The introduction of the hollow cathode in place of the oxide cathodes resulted, however, in increased thruster complexity, both in terms of required support systems and thruster discharge phenomena. Increased support systems complexity arises because of the addition of the cathode mercury feed system, cathode heater system and keeper system. The discharge phenomena are more complex in hollow cathode thrusters because two distinct discharges are present (cathode and main discharge) and because the detailed mechanism of hollow cathode operation is not understood.

The focus of the research effort described herein is the hollow cathode discharge and the effect of variations in cathode discharge dimensions, cathode mercury flow rate and cathode pole piece wall conductivity on thruster performance variables and main and cathode discharge plasma properties. These studies are directed at reducing discharge losses, increasing propellant utilization, flattening the ion beam profile and understanding the mechanism by which these quantities change through analysis of measured variations in plasma properties. The studies have been carried out at two total propellant flow conditions corresponding to 30% and 60% of full thrust.

The startup characteristic of hollow cathode discharges, which involves heating the cathode to thermionic emission temperatures with a resistance heater, has been somewhat unpredictable. Additional studies reported herein have been centered on the use of a high voltage discharge to the cathode as a means of assuring reliable startup. The ultimate objective of such an effort is the elimination of the cathode heater in favor of a high voltage discharge heating and startup. This mode of startup could then be compared to the resistance heating mode in terms of reliability and weight.
HOLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGE STUDIES

Facility and Apparatus

The tests were performed in the Colorado State University 1.2 m dia. x 4.6 m long ion thruster test facility. The pressure in the tank was maintained at less than $4 \times 10^{-6}$ torr during operation. The thruster was fired into a radiation cooled stainless steel target located about 4 m from the thruster.

Power is supplied to the thruster systems from the power supplies shown schematically on Figure 1. As suggested by this schematic, the cathode and main feed systems float at the thruster potential rather than being held at ground potential through an isolator. A neutralizer has not been used in these tests so beam neutralization has been achieved by electrons from the vacuum tank walls.

A 20 cm dia. hollow cathode, bombardment thruster obtained from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory was employed. This thruster utilizes a single reverse main feed entry into the main discharge region. The thruster schematic is Figure 2. Two noteworthy changes have been incorporated into the basic thruster since tests began. They are: 1) the removal of the screen grid braces discussed in Reference 3 and 2) increasing the grid separation distance above the values used by JPL. Both changes were incorporated to prevent arcing between the grids at high arc power conditions. Arcing, which was observed during early testing when arc power was raised to high values probably because of expansion of the screen grid braces, was eliminated when the braces were removed. The increased grid separation distance resulted in an increase in arc discharge losses over losses observed with lesser separations, but this distance was held constant throughout the tests to facilitate comparative interpretation of the data. The cathode used in the tests was 0.32 cm dia., and it had a 0.063 cm dia. orifice in it.

Measurement of arc voltage, arc current, beam current, and keeper voltage were obtained from digital voltmeters sensing the voltage across the load or a shunt and the values are considered accurate to within ± 1/2 percent. Other currents and voltages were read on panel meters ± 1/2%.
BEAM DIA.-20 CM.
THRUSTER LENGTH-18 CM.
ANODE LENGTH-12.7 CM.

GRIDS - APERTURE DIA.-0.462 CM.
SCREEN THICKNESS-0.076 CM.
GRID SEPN.-0.178 CM.
OPEN AREA-72%

CATH. POLE PIECE-6.35 CM. DIA. X 5.33 CM.
BAFFLE DIA.-5.4 CM.

THRUSTER SCHEMATIC
Mercury flow rates were obtained by measuring the time required for a mercury column to fall through two scribe marks on 0.9 mm bore glass tubes. Initial calibration of these tubes was accomplished by measuring the mass of mercury between the marks with an analytical balance. Mercury flow rates were considered accurate to within 1%, so data could be recorded when the following conditions were met:

1) Two consecutive measurements yielded flow rate values within 1% of each other.

2) No significant variations in thruster operating conditions were observed during the two measurements.

3) No significant variations in mercury vaporizer temperatures were detected during the measurements (thermocouple meter accuracy about ± 1°C).

Tests were conducted at two total flow conditions namely: 825 ma equiv. ± 1% which produces a maximum beam current near the allowable maximum of the available high voltage power supply, and 465 ma equiv. ± 1% which resulted in about half of the beam current observed at the high flow. JPL has reported satisfactory operation up to a beam current level of 1.3 a with a similar thruster (total flow ~ 1.4 a) so the thruster was operating near 60% and 30% of the maximum thrust level during these tests.

The general procedure used to obtain data involved thruster stabilization and flow rate measurement over a period of approximately one hour at the following conditions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arc Voltage</th>
<th>= 37 v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keeper Current</td>
<td>= 0.5 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet Current</td>
<td>= 1.7 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Voltages</td>
<td>= ± 2 kv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode Heater Current</td>
<td>= 0 a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Langmuir probe and ion beam current density profile data were taken at these conditions. The arc voltage was next varied and arc, beam, keeper and impingement data were gathered as quickly as possible in the following arc voltage sequence: 37 v, 40 v, 45 v, 50 v, 55 v, 37 v, ~ 30 v, 37 v. The data collection over the variable arc voltage sequence generally
required about two minutes, and the mercury flow into the thruster was affected during this period to an extent which depended on the variation in arc current that occurred. The extent and effect of variations in flows can be determined in the data presented in this report by considering the variation in data obtained at the beginning, middle and end of the sequence at 37 v. Data obtained at 37 v arc voltage are identified on performance curves as solid symbols and three such points will be indicated if significant variations were observed. When Langmuir probe, beam profile and more accurate performance data were desired over a range of arc voltage conditions, stabilized thruster operation and flow rate consistency was established at each arc voltage.

Plasma properties were sensed by two Langmuir probes, one located at a radius of 5 cm at the baffle plane in the main discharge and the other located at a radius of 1 cm, 0.75 cm aft of the cathode in the cathode discharge region. The probes were made of 0.074 cm dia. tantalum wire extending 0.127 cm beyond the end of the aluminum oxide insulating wire containment tube. The aluminum oxide tubes were replaced after about 20 hours of operation to prevent the formation of a conducting layer on their surface. Probes were held at a voltage of +60 to +90 v for a period of several seconds just prior to data collection to burn off probe surface contamination. Langmuir probe data were recorded through the circuitry shown in Figure 3 on an 11 in. x 14 in. plotting surface x-y plotter. The method of interpretation of raw Langmuir probe data is presented in Appendix A.

The temperature of the cathode tip was sensed by a tungsten--5% rhenium, tungsten--26% rhenium thermocouple spot welded to it at the edge of the tungsten orifice plate and connected to an API thermocouple meter.

The ion beam current density profile was sensed by a Faraday probe which could be swept through the ion beam manually during thruster operation. The basic probe design and circuitry required to effect beam probe readout are shown in Figure 4. The sensor was biased +9 v relative to tank ground to suppress error due to secondary electrons. All beam probe data were taken with the sensor located 5 cm downstream of
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the accel grid. The data obtained were translated into the beam profile flatness parameter ($F$) described in Appendix B. This parameter has a value of unity for a flat profile, a value of zero for a delta function profile, and it weights the radial variation in current density according to the increased beam area at greater beam radii.

Electrical Isolation of the Main and Cathode Discharges

Since the main and cathode discharge regions of the thruster sustain different plasma potentials, the possibility of introducing electrical isolation between the discharges at all locations but the baffle aperture was investigated. It was expected such isolation would reduce ion wall currents by reducing the mobility of electrical charge around and through the baffle and cathode pole piece walls and that this would in turn result in reduced arc discharge losses.

Two tests were conducted using 0.0127 cm thick Polyimide Kapton H Film fitted in the cathode pole piece region in the manner suggested in Figure 5 to effect the desired electrical isolation. Performance curves obtained with these configurations are compared to the standard uninsulated performance curves in Figures 6 and 7 which correspond to the high and throttled total flow conditions discussed previously. For the high flow case presented in Figure 6, no significant variation in performance is observed, when the Kapton is used inside the pole piece or as a baffle and pole piece cover.

Figure 7 does show about a 5% increase in utilization when the inside of the pole piece is coated with Kapton. Part of this may be accounted for in the measured 0.050 gram weight loss of the Kapton and tape used to secure it during the test. Assigning an average atomic weight of 12 to particles coming from these materials, this translates into an average flow over the duration of the test of about 10 ma equiv. which would correspond to a 2% increase in utilization. Considering this effect and experimental errors, the observed increase in utilization is not considered significant.

Langmuir probe data obtained during these tests suggest no significant
KAPTON INSIDE POLE PIECE

KAPTON BAFFLE & POLE PIECE COVER

MAIN - CATHODE DISCHARGE ISOLATION TEST CONFIGURATIONS
EFFECT OF INSULATING SURFACES ON PERFORMANCE
(HIGH FLOW CONDITION)

\[ \dot{m}_{\text{main}} = 730 \text{ ma.} \]
\[ \dot{m}_{\text{hc}} = 96 \text{ ma} \]
EFFECT OF INSULATING SURFACES ON PERFORMANCE (LOW FLOW CONDITION)

FIGURE 7
variations in main and cathode plasma potentials when the insulation is installed. The Kapton films showed a slight charring when they were removed from the thruster, but the minimum surface resistance between probes separated by one inch on the film surfaces was greater than 15,000 Ω in the regions of lowest resistance.

It was concluded from these tests that electrical insulation on the cathode pole piece and baffle surfaces is not effective in reducing discharge losses. It is believed the insulation was ineffective because electrical communication between the main and cathode discharges was achieved through a high conductivity interface between the Kapton and the plasma in the operating thruster.

Variation in Cathode Discharge Region Dimensions

Preliminary investigations conducted at Colorado State University suggested arc discharge losses could be reduced through adjustments in the diameter of the cathode discharge region. In order to extend this work, the thruster was modified so the cathode could be moved axially during the thruster operation within the cathode pole piece or cylindrical sleeves centered inside the pole piece in the manner suggested in Figure 8. The table presented on Figure 8 shows the cathode discharge region diameters considered in this study, together with the corresponding baffle diameters and baffle aperture areas. The length of the discharge region was variable in the range of 1.5 to 5.3 cm at each diameter. The baffle diameters used in this study were picked so the ratio of aperture area to baffle area was constant with discharge diameter variations. This criterion was used because preliminary tests showed a reduction in baffle aperture area in this ratio resulted in similar arc voltage conditions at given main and cathode flow rates. It should be noted that the use of this criterion led to about a 5 to 1 variation in baffle aperture area for the range of discharge diameters considered. The unnecessary losses associated with the baffle supports was recognized, but the supports were retained to permit comparison of data obtained throughout the test period. Performance results obtained with the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D (cm)</th>
<th>D_B (cm)</th>
<th>X (cm)</th>
<th>Aperture Open Area (cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*L, The discharge region length (cathode-baffle separation distance) can be adjusted during operation.

CATHODE DISCHARGE REGION CONFIGURATIONS

FIGURE 8
extremes of the cathode discharge volumes considered are presented in Figure 9 for the high and throttled flow conditions. In both cases the smaller cathode discharge volume results in a degradation in performance, but the more substantial increase in losses is exhibited under throttled flow conditions.

If one selects utilizations of 85% at high flow and 70% at throttled flow and picks off the discharge power from these and similar curves for the range of geometries studied, the results of Figure 10 are obtained. These curves show the following:

1) Reductions in diameter of the discharge region and corresponding reduction of the baffle aperture area at a fixed main-cathode flow split result in an increase in arc discharge losses. This increase is much more substantial for the case of throttled flow.

2) Reductions in cathode discharge region length produce a decrease in arc discharge losses followed by an increase. This result tends to support a similar observation reported by Pawlik and Fitzgerald at JPL.

An interpretation of Langmuir probe data obtained during these tests is presented in Appendix C. These data show ion recombination losses on the cathode discharge confining walls are reduced by reductions in both diameter and length of the cathode discharge region. This suggests the observed performance degradations result from conditions in the main discharge brought on by changes in the cathode discharge.

It was concluded from these tests that some improvement in performance could be achieved with the thruster operating at a fixed flow distribution between the main and cathode vaporizers if the cathode region length were cut in half. Further reductions in cathode region length and any reduction in its diameter result in a performance degradation. The effect of these dimensional changes is most significant at throttled flow conditions where cathode flow rate is higher.
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE VARIATIONS
WITH CATHODE DISCHARGE SIZE
EFFECT OF CATHODE DISCHARGE REGION DIAMETER & LENGTH ON DISCHARGE LOSSES
Simultaneous Flow Distribution and Cathode Region Dimensional Adjustments

During the tests mentioned in the previous section, operation with short or small diameter cathode discharge regions was found to result in high arc currents, particularly at the throttled total flow condition. When a smaller fraction of the total flow was passed through the hollow cathode, thruster performance did improve as shown in Figure 11 (full sized cathode discharge region as indicated by sketch). Attempts to reduce the cathode flow below the 165 ma condition shown were thwarted by the occurrence of low frequency oscillations (period of the order of a few seconds) observed on arc and high voltage instrumentation which eventually resulted in arc extinction. Figure 12 shows the effect of reducing cathode flow rate (while holding total flow into the thruster constant) on the arc current-voltage curve. Simultaneous consideration of Figures 11 and 12 suggests cathode flow reductions result in increased propellant utilization and reduced arc current at a fixed arc voltage.

One might conclude from this that reductions in cathode flow effect performance gains by increasing the effectiveness of ionizing electrons. This conclusion is contradicted however by a measured decrease in primary electron energy with cathode flow rate which would suggest lower ionization cross sections.

When the cathode discharge region dimensions are reduced to 3.5 cm dia. x 2.67 cm long, much lower cathode flow rates can be sustained as shown in Figure 13 where data obtained with cathode flow rates as low as 40 ma are presented. It is apparent from comparison of the 100 ma cathode flow case with the standard pole piece case (165 ma flow reproduced from Figure 11) in Figure 13 that lower cathode flows are required to achieve the same performance conditions with the smaller cathode discharge volume. It is also apparent that performance is best at a cathode flow rate near 80 ma.

During the acquisition of the data of Figure 13, a sudden transition was observed when the hollow cathode flow rate was between 100 ma and 80 ma. This transition was accompanied by a high impingement current and
EFFECT OF CATHODE FLOW RATE

FIGURE 11
ARC CURRENT - VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS

**Figure 12**
EFFECT OF LOW CATHODE FLOW - SMALL CATHODE DISCHARGE

UTILIZATION (%) vs DISCHARGE POWER (eV/ion)

- $m_c=80$ ma
- $m_c=60$ ma
- $m_c=40$ ma
- Standard
- $m_c=165$ ma
- $m_c=100$ ma

Figure 13
considerable arc noise. It can be seen from Figure 13 that optimum performance is achieved on the low flow side of the onset of this transition, and that the performance improvement is very substantial (~15% utilization). Even though there is arc noise and a high impingement current at the transition cathode flow rate, operation on either side of this flow is characterized by normal impingement and stability. Some insight into the nature of the transition can be gained by considering the corresponding arc current-voltage characteristic presented as Figure 14. The nearly horizontal curves corresponding to 80 ma and lower cathode flow rates suggest the transition involves a shift into an arc current limited mode of operation. As cathode flow rate is reduced below 80 ma, Figure 14 shows the characteristic remains horizontal and rises to progressively higher currents. The nature of the transition will be discussed further in a section of this report which follows.

The effect of low cathode flows and a small cathode discharge region on performance at the high total flow condition is presented in Figure 15. The standard flow curve (shown dotted) is reproduced from Figure 9 and corresponds to a 96 ma cathode flow into the 5.3 cm x 6.35 cm dia. cathode discharge region. It is also apparent from this figure that lesser cathode flow rates are required with the smaller discharge volume to achieve about the same performance conditions. Although a slight improvement in performance is observed with flow and cathode dimension reductions for this high flow case, it is not nearly as great as that observed in the throttled total flow case. In proceeding to progressively lower cathode flow rates no sudden transition in operating mode was observed. This observation is consistent with the arc current-voltage characteristics shown in Figure 16 which exhibit a gradual tendency to a current limited characteristic curve rather than the sudden jump observed at the throttled total flow operating condition.

If one selects a propellant utilization efficiency, the cathode flow rate can be adjusted to produce a desired arc voltage at that utilization, and the discharge power and cathode flow rate are thereby uniquely determined. The discharge power achieved under this condition at a given cathode discharge size can then be compared meaningfully to other sizes.
ARC CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS -
SMALL CATHODE DISCHARGE
(THROTTLED TOTAL FLOW)
**Figure 15**

Effect of low cathode flow - small cathode discharge (high total flow)

\[ \dot{m}_{\text{total}} = 826 \text{ ma} \]
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Utilization (%) vs. Discharge power (eV/ion)
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ARC CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS - SMALL CATHODE DISCHARGE (HIGH TOTAL FLOW)

FIGURE 16
This procedure was followed and the results presented in Figure 17 were obtained after cross-plotting for the high total flow condition. The cathode flow rates required to assure a 37 v arc voltage at 85% utilization are presented in the lower graph for the two cathode discharge diameters considered. The discharge power required at these flow rates and at 85% utilization are presented on the upper graph. These curves show that at the high total flow condition: 1) lower cathode flow rates are required with the smaller cathode discharge regions, 2) performance is not affected significantly by the reduction in cathode discharge diameter used and 3) performance is either unchanged or possibly improved slightly by reducing cathode discharge length from 5 cm to ~2 cm and is degraded by further length reductions.

Similar curves obtained under the throttled total flow conditions are presented in Figure 18 for the condition of 37 v arc voltage at 80% utilization. In this case very substantial reductions in discharge losses are achieved when either the length or diameter of the cathode discharge are reduced. The effect of reductions in discharge size on discharge losses is examined in terms of measured plasma properties in Appendix C.

Comparison of the cathode flow curves of Figures 17 and 18 shows one could select a cathode discharge size (~3.5 cm dia. x 4 cm long) which would result in the same cathode flow rate at both the high and throttled total flow conditions. This suggests a new mode of thruster control which may help reduce instabilities observed in some control systems. In this scheme cathode flow rate would be held constant and main flow would be adjusted as necessary to achieve the desired beam current. Preliminary tests performed using manual control on these variables confirm the acceptability of this mode of thruster control.

Figures 19 and 20 present the cathode region plasma properties corresponding to the high flow (Figure 17) and throttled flow (Figure 18) respectively. These data show in general lower electron densities, plasma potentials and electron temperatures for the larger diameter discharge, but the scatter in these data and the small sample of data makes additional interpretation inadvisable.

From the preceding discussion it is apparent that throttled thruster performance is enhanced by a reduction in the size of the cathode dis-
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FIGURE 20
charge and a corresponding reduction in cathode flow rate. The ion beam profile is however degraded when the sleeve is inserted to reduce the discharge diameter as illustrated in Figure 21. The extent of the degradation is best indicated by the change in the flatness parameter \( \Phi \) assigned to each curve and defined in Appendix B. The greater peaking of the ion beam profile observed when the sleeve is employed to reduce the cathode discharge diameter is considered to be due to the resultant separation between the baffle aperture and the cathode pole piece. This separation causes the primary electrons to be introduced into the main discharge away from the critical field line thereby depriving plasma near the outer radius of the main discharge of these electrons.

Two approaches were considered in attempting to correct this problem. They were: 1) the use of a magnetic field within the cathode pole piece opposing the main magnetic field, and 2) the use of a 3.5 cm dia. pole piece in place of the standard one (6.35 cm dia.). The magnetic field was applied within the cathode pole piece (Approach 1) by a field coil installed in the manner suggested by the insert on Figure 22. Figure 22 shows the effect of a cathode region magnetic field opposing the main magnetic field is to flatten the ion beam profile as desired. It should be noted by comparison of Figures 21 and 22 that the cathode magnetic field does not produce a flatter profile than the one achieved with the full sized pole piece (6.35 cm). Performance curves showed lower discharge losses at low utilizations and higher discharge losses above 80% utilization when the cathode field coil was operating. Because of these effects the testing was not pursued and data were not collected with the cathode magnetic field at the high flow rate condition.

When the 3.5 cm dia. pole piece was substituted for the 3.5 cm dia. sleeve within the 6.35 cm dia. pole piece, the beam profile was also flattened as shown in Figure 23 for the throttled flow case. The profile is still not as flat as the one obtained with the larger pole piece. Additional testing is required at various magnet currents to see if the ion beam profile obtained with the small pole piece can be improved.

The effect of substitution of the 3.5 cm dia. pole piece for the sleeve on thruster performance arc current-voltage characteristics is
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EFFECT OF A CATHODE MAGNETIC FIELD ON ION BEAM PROFILE
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Graph showing the effect of cathode field coil current on ion beam profile. The curves represent different current levels, with corresponding magnetic field strengths. The graph includes labels for the pole piece, baffle, and 26 turns Kapton insulated wire.

Figure 22
EFFECT OF 3.5 CM DIAMETER POLE PIECE ON BEAM PROFILE
presented in Figures 24 and 25. Figure 24 shows slightly better thruster performance when the pole piece is used rather than the sleeve and that the transition between the limited and variable arc current modes of operation is achieved with slightly lower cathode flows with the 3.5 cm dia. pole piece. Figure 25 shows essentially the same types of arc current-voltage characteristics are achieved with either the 3.5 cm dia. pole piece or sleeve in each operating mode.

Throughout the aforementioned tests the cathode tip temperature was monitored with a thermocouple. Figures 26 and 27 show this temperature data as a function of arc current--keeper current is fixed at 0.5 a--for the 3.5 cm and 6.35 cm dia. discharge region respectively. Figure 26 shows cathode tip temperatures rise as cathode flow is reduced until the previously mentioned arc current transition occurs. At this point the cathode temperature curve drops markedly, and then begins to rise with further reductions in cathode flow. The additional striking feature of the curves of Figure 26 is the fact that the arc current (and hence temperature) changes over the arc voltage range 30-55 v, are reduced greatly when the transition occurs (comparison of the temperature and current variations at the $\dot{m}_{hc} = 83$ ma curve with those at lower cathode flows). Presuming lower cathode temperatures imply longer cathode life, operation at the onset of limited arc current mode of operation would yield the longest cathode lifetime. Figure 27 shows reductions in cathode flow result in increases in cathode tip temperature at both the high and throttled total flow conditions.

One can conclude from these tests that reducing the cathode discharge diameter and length enables one to operate a throttled thruster at a sufficiently low cathode flow rate to achieve an arc current limited mode of operation. In this mode propellant utilization is increased significantly (~15%) and cathode tip temperatures are held at low values (~1050°C). The ion beam profile becomes more peaked when the pole piece diameter is reduced and magnet current is not adjusted. Additional testing is required to determine if changes in magnet current can be used to flatten the profile back to that one observed with the larger pole piece.
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The reductions in cathode discharge dimensions and attendant reductions in cathode flow rate effect only slight improvements in thruster operation at higher total flow rates.

The Nature of the Arc Current Transition

When the thruster is operated with the 3.5 cm dia. cathode discharge at the throttled total flow condition, a sudden transition in the mode of thruster operation is observed as cathode flow rate is decreased through the 80 ma equivalent flow condition. The transition is characterized by a sudden decrease in arc current, a temporary increase in impingement current and temporary keeper, arc and impingement current oscillations. At flow rates on either side of this transition flow, thruster operation is stable. Because an optimum in thruster performance occurs on the low flow side of this transition, the mechanism of the transition is of interest. The following discussion is intended to shed some light on this mechanism.

As pointed out in the course of the discussion of Figures 13 and 14, the arc current-voltage characteristics changes from one in which arc current varies significantly with arc voltage (variable arc current mode) to one in which arc current is essentially unchanged by variations in arc voltage (limited arc current mode) as cathode flow rate is reduced to effect the transition. With further reductions in cathode flow the arc current variation is still limited but the arc current is sustained at progressively higher levels (see Figure 14).

The arc current is probably limited at low cathode flows by phenomena associated with 1) the cathode, 2) the baffle aperture or 3) the anode. The fact that the transition is brought on by reductions in cathode flow indicates however that this is not an anode phenomenon. In order to determine whether the cathode or the baffle aperture is limiting the current, the keeper current was varied from the 0.5 amp standard operating value. These data are presented in Figure 28 for three cathode flow rates, one significantly below the transition flow rate (36 ma), one near the transition cathode flow rate (80 ma) and one well above the
It is not possible to transcribe the diagram into plain text, as it contains graphical data that requires visual interpretation. However, the diagram appears to show the effect of keeper current at various keeper fields, with measurements of arc current, keeper voltage, and impingement current.
transition flow rate (127 ma). For the 36 ma and 127 ma cathode flow cases the arc currents are quite high and the impingement current and keeper voltage show regular variations with keeper current. At the intermediate cathode flow rate (80 ma), the arc current is much lower than the other cases and the keeper voltage, arc current and impingement current all exhibit anomalous behavior over the range of keeper currents examined. At the low and intermediate cathode flows, oscillations were observed at keeper currents greater than about 1.5 a, and for the low flow case they were so severe that the arc and keeper discharges could not be sustained. Although the arc current transition is not as dramatic as that observed when the cathode flow rate was reduced to effect the transition these tests demonstrated the transition could be effected through keeper current variations when the cathode flow rate was near the transition value. From the intermediate flow data of Figure 28 the keeper voltage is seen to reach a maximum of about 11 v as the transition begins. This is considered significant because the voltage is near the ionization potential of mercury (10.4 v).

In order to investigate the effect the keeper discharge might be having on this transition, the keeper discharge was operated without the arc discharge. In order to sustain this discharge over a range of cathode flow rates estimated to be 20 to 140 ma from cathode vaporizer temperatures a 2 a. keeper current was maintained. At high cathode flows a 0.1 v oscillation (100 hertz) was observed on an 8.6 v keeper voltage signal. As flow was reduced the noise level was unchanged and the keeper voltage rose until it reached 10.4 v at about 60 ma cathode flow. At this point the mean keeper voltage rose rapidly to about 13 v and voltage fluctuations of about 2 v amplitude at 20 hertz were superimposed on the previously observed "noise" (0.1 v, 100 hertz). Additional tests showed the noise frequencies were influenced by the keeper power supply impedance but the magnitudes and transition point were not.

The preceding data suggest the limited to variable arc current transition observed during thruster operation is a cathode-keeper phenomenon. The increase in keeper discharge noise at the mercury ionization potential must occur because of the energy sink available to electrons.
falling through potentials at and greater than the ionization potential. It has been suggested the oscillations are a result of a transient ionization process in which the discharge couples somehow to acoustic waves.

Data accumulated from various 3.5 cm dia. cathode sleeve tests have been assembled in Figure 29 to show the effect of cathode flow rate on keeper voltage when total flow and arc voltage are fixed. All of these data were obtained at the standard keeper current indicated (0.5 a). Although they show some scatter, the qualitative behavior shown by the curve was observed several times during attempts to stabilize flow conditions, and it is considered to be accurate. This figure again suggests the keeper voltage may approach the ionization potential at the transition flow rate.

Keeper voltages at the higher flow rates and the flow rates themselves are in the range where the cathode operates in the spot mode (i.e., the variable arc current mode corresponds to the spot mode of cathode operation). The limited arc current mode however is not so easily related to either the transition or plume modes of cathode operation. The plume mode is for example characterized by keeper voltages in the range 20 to 50 v, which is far above the keeper voltages in Figure 29. In the transition mode, the keeper voltage is insensitive to cathode flow and the keeper voltage vs. flow curve has a negative slope while the limited arc current mode of Figure 29 violates both of these criteria. Reference 11 points out, however, that in the plume mode a limited variation of arc current with arc voltage is observed.

Figures 30 and 31 show the cathode region electron density and temperature obtained from Langmuir probe data. The numbers presented by each data point on these curves are the cathode flow rates at which the data were obtained. These flows represent respectively the approximate minimum cathode flow at which the variable arc current mode can be sustained (dotted curve), and the approximate maximum cathode flow at which the limited arc current mode can be sustained. These data show the cathode flow needed to effect the transition decreases with increasing
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arc voltage. Further, Figures 30 and 31 show electron density and temperature are generally higher for the limited arc current mode. If one assumes a plasma ion production cost of 70 ev/ion, these data can be used to calculate the cathode discharge region ion losses to the discharge confining walls (See Appendix C). The resultant data are presented as Figure 32, and they show cathode region ion losses are greater in the limited arc current mode.

The observed performance improvements in the limited arc current mode must be explained then in terms of the main discharge. Some insight into the mechanism by which improvements are realized can be gained by considering the following:

1. Kaufman's equation\(^{12}\) for neutral density \(n_0\) in a thruster in terms of Maxwellian electron temperature \(T_m\), primary electron energy \(\langle\epsilon_p\rangle\), the primary electron volume to surface area ratio \((V_p/A_p)\), the ionization cross section \(\sigma\) and the ratio of primary to Maxwellian electron densities \((n_p/n_m)\).

\[
n_0 = \frac{\sqrt{m_e/m_i}}{\sigma (V_p/A_p)} \sqrt{\frac{T_m}{\langle\epsilon_p\rangle}} \left(1 + \frac{n_p}{n_m}\right)^{3/2} \frac{1}{(n_p/n_m)}
\]

2. The primary electron energies for the two modes presented in Figure 33 as a function of arc voltage. These data show primary electrons have lower energies in the limited arc current mode at a given arc voltage.

3. Figure 13 which shows utilization is higher and hence neutral flow rate and neutral density are lower in the limited arc current mode at a given arc voltage.

4. The Maxwellian electron temperature \(T_m\) and ratio of primary to Maxwellian electron densities \((n_p/n_m)\) for the main discharge presented in Figure 34; both are lower in the limited arc current mode.

If one assumes the plasma ion production cost is not changed by the
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transition, collective consideration of these tendencies and their magnitude indicates the observed improvement in propellant utilization can only be explained by an increase in the primary electron region volume to surface area ratio occurring at the transition.

The primary electron energies presented in Figure 33 were obtained by taking the difference between the plasma potentials in the main and cathode discharge regions in the vicinity of the baffle aperture. It is of additional interest to note from this figure that primary electron energy is generally 5 to 15 ev below the applied arc voltage. This suggests a hollow cathode thruster should be operated at several volts higher arc voltage than was the oxide cathode thruster achieving similar performance.
HIGH VOLTAGE DISCHARGE STARTUP

The feasibility of striking an arc from a high voltage tickler electrode to the hollow cathode to heat the cathode and start the keeper discharge has been investigated. Figure 35 is a schematic of the system used in this study. Tests were conducted with a cathode-keeper-tickler assembly located within a simulated cathode pole piece, but with no additional thruster components. The test procedure involved charging the 14 μf, high voltage capacitor bank at from 500 to 1500 v, setting the keeper voltage in the range 150 to 200 v and then turning on the cathode vaporizer heater. The cathodes used in the study were a 3 mm dia. JPL cathode and later a SERT II cathode; both were supplied mercury vapor through a SERT II vaporizer.

Initial tests were unsuccessful because the high voltage discharge could not be established. In an attempt to increase the neutral mercury density in the cathode-keeper-tickler region the enclosed keeper configuration shown in Figure 36 was tried. This change made it possible to initiate the high voltage discharge. Oscillograph traces of the Rogowski coil (current) and high voltage probe outputs showed the capacitor network rang down in about four cycles (with a 40 μ sec. period). This caused a keeper discharge to be established, but it could be sustained for no more than about 20 milliseconds. It was decided that the keeper power supply was probably causing the discharge to terminate. Subsequent tests using battery power supplies and various values of capacitance (C in Figure 35) installed as near the cathode and keeper as possible resulted in no significant improvement in the duration of the keeper discharge. The resistance (R) shown in Figure 35 was adjusted over the range zero to 60 Ω to prevent the keeper-cathode discharge from drawing excessive current.

For the next series of tests the SERT II cathode was installed and the cathode heater was employed to assist in the initiation of the discharge, the enclosed keeper was removed and replaced by a tantalum wire loop keeper and the high voltage tickler was moved so it was on the cathode axis. With this arrangement the tickler could be moved axially.
HIGH VOLTAGE STARTUP SCHEMATIC

ENCLOSED KEEPER CONFIGURATION
to vary the cathode tickler distance in the manner suggested by Figure 37. The test procedure used was to set the keeper voltage at 150 v to establish a cathode flow rate corresponding to a 300°C vaporizer (N = 300 ma). The high voltage was next set at the desired level and the cathode heater current was raised in steps until the high voltage discharge occurred and keeper operation was established. Cathode tip temperatures were measured with an optical pyrometer at each step increase in cathode heater power so ignition could be correlated with this temperature. Cathode temperatures at startup determined by this means are considered accurate to within ±25°C.

Figure 38 shows the cathode temperature at which ignition occurred as a function of the voltage applied to the tickler. Two distinct sets of data present themselves; those designated by solid symbols were obtained immediately after barium carbonate had been applied to the front and interior of the cathode orifice plate; those designated by open symbols were obtained two days later after the cathode had been exposed to the atmosphere. The data suggest a slight decrease in the cathode temperature required to initiate the keeper discharge with tickler voltage, but more data are required to determine the extent of this decrease with any degree of confidence.

Data point A deserves special mention, because the high voltage tickler was charged to 1000 v when the keeper discharge started, but high voltage capacitors did not discharge in this case. The cathode-keeper-tickler assembly was observed during the tests and the startup always involved a glow discharge which persisted for of the order of a few minutes before the high voltage discharge occurred and keeper arc was established. The nature of the glow discharge was influenced by the voltage applied to the tickler. When the tickler was at a high positive potential, the glow between the cathode and tickler was a rather intense narrow column which passed through the center of the keeper. As the tickler potential was reduced the diameter of the glow column increased and its intensity decreased. A few tests conducted with the tickler negative relative to the cathode showed a diffuse glow discharge which exhibited a conical region void of visible emission in
H.V. START TEST SCHEMATIC
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EFFECT OF TICKLER VOLTAGE ON CATHODE TEMP. AT H.V. DISCHARGE

FIGURE 38
the region around the tickler. During tests conducted with the tickler charged to a high positive voltage (1500 v-designated as points B on Figure 38) and at a position less than 1 mm from the cathode tip (plane of keeper about 1 mm away from cathode tip). The high voltage discharge was observed to occur without initiating the keeper arc discharge.

Based on these tests it has been concluded that a high voltage tickler discharge which doesn't pull the electron current across the keeper is ineffective in establishing a steady keeper discharge. Additional tests in which 1) the high voltage is applied between the keeper and the cathode and 2) the tickler is located on a line between the cathode and a part of the keeper are planned to confirm this conclusion.

THERMAL FLOW METER*

In the course of conducting experimental studies of mercury bombardment thrusters, considerable time is consumed in waiting to obtain accurate mercury flow rate information. This problem could be alleviated if a continuously indicating accurate flowmeter were available. The thermal flowmeter measuring liquid flow rate has been proposed as a possible solution. The basic concept involves the addition of heat at a rate $\dot{q}$ into a tube carrying the flowing liquid mercury. If one measures the temperature of the fluid at two locations: 1) downstream of the point of heat addition ($T_{\text{meas}}$), and 2) sufficiently far upstream of this point so the ambient fluid temperature ($T_{\text{ref}}$) is sensed, the mass flow rate ($\dot{m}$) is given by

$$\dot{m} = \frac{\dot{q}}{C(T_{\text{meas}} - T_{\text{ref}})}$$

where $C$ is the specific heat of the flowing fluid. The device being used presently requires heat input at a fixed rate and the output of the instrument is the temperature difference ($T_{\text{meas}} - T_{\text{ref}}$) which is inversely

*Work performed by Richard Vahrenkamp, Graduate Student.
proportional to mass flow rate*.

The device designed for this particular application is shown schematically in Figure 39. The temperatures are sensed by two 1 mm dia. glass bead thermistors connected into the wheatstone bridge circuit as shown. Both thermistors are mounted so they are in contact with the mercury flowing within the 0.33 mm I.D. stainless steel flow tube. The thermistors have a resistance of about 10 kΩ at 25 °C, a time constant of about 2 seconds, and a dissipation constant of 0.7 milliwatts/°C. The current through the 1Ω heater yields an input power of about 100 milliwatts. The entire flow tube-sensor assembly is enclosed in plexiglas to eliminate spurious convective heat losses.

The temperature profile between the heater and $R_{\text{ref}}$, neglecting heat transfer through and along the stainless steel flow tube, is given by:

$$T - T_{\text{ref}} = (T_{\text{meas}} - T_{\text{ref}}) \exp \left[ -\frac{4\dot{m}x \alpha C}{k\pi d^2} \right]$$

where $C$ and $k$ are the specific heat and conductivity of the liquid mercury flowing at a rate $\dot{m}$. In order to assure $(T - T_{\text{ref}}) \rightarrow 0$, it was desirable to have an exponent near minus five which corresponds to an $R_{\text{ref}}$-heater separation distance $x = 11$ cm at a mercury flow rate $\dot{m} = 100$ ma.

A tracing of a typical voltage output vs. time trace is shown as Figure 40. The currents indicated are vaporizer heater currents supplied to a SERT II vaporizer which was used to produce the desired flow rates. The initial current (1.3 amps) supplied to the vaporizer is seen to produce a negative flow rate as the mercury being heated at the vaporizer expands. When the vaporizer temperature reached $300^\circ$C it was necessary to reduce the heater current to maintain this temperature and to achieve a constant flow rate corresponding to the $300^\circ$C flow rate. One can see it took about an hour to achieve the steady flow condition.

Figure 41 presents preliminary attempts at the establishment of a calibration curve. Actual flow rates were measured by timing the drop

*This type of device can also operate so the temperature difference is held constant by adjustment of the heat flux through a feedback network. In such an instrument the power to the heater is directly proportional to the mass flow rate, and it represents the output signal.
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of the mercury meniscus in a calibrated glass tube. Additional testing is required to obtain data at low flow rates, to determine reproducibility and sensitivity to ambient conditions and flow tube heater current, and to assure reliable operation on an operating thruster.
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APPENDIX A

INTERPRETATION OF LANGMUIR PROBE DATA

The Langmuir probe traces shown in Figure A-1 are typical of those obtained during this test sequence. The outputs of the probes, which sense main and cathode discharge plasma properties in the vicinity of the baffle aperture, were generally recorded within one minute of each other on the same sheet of paper as shown.

The cathode probe trace is analyzed first by plotting probe current vs. probe voltage on semi-log paper in the manner shown in Figure A-2 and interpreting the data in the usual way. The plasma potential, $\phi_{\text{cath}}$, is determined by the break in the curve. The electron temperature, $T_e$, is given in electron volts by the equation:

$$T_e = \frac{V(10I) - V(I)}{2.3}$$

where the numerator represents the voltage change over a decade change in probe current. For the Langmuir probe surface area of $3.37 \times 10^{-6} \text{m}^2$ used in these tests the electron density, $n_e$, ($\text{cm}^{-3}$) is given by:

$$n_e = 1.11 \times 10^{10} \frac{i_{\text{sat}}}{\sqrt{T_e}}$$

where $i_{\text{sat}}$ is the saturation current (ma) identified in Figure A-2.

In order to evaluate the main discharge probe trace it is necessary to subtract the primary electron contribution to the current. Previous workers seem to have accomplished this largely by guess, but the availability of a cathode probe trace makes it possible to determine the primary electron current more accurately using the following technique.

The cathode region plasma potential is plotted on the page containing traces as a vertical dotted line in the manner shown on Figure A-3. The energy of the primary electrons should be about equal to the difference between the main and cathode discharge plasma potentials. This means the primary electron current should begin to appear on the main discharge trace at a voltage equal to $\phi_{\text{cath}}$, i.e. at point A in Figure A-3 (intersection of $\phi_{\text{cath}}$ and the horizontal extension of the ion current...
portion of the main trace). A line from A, tangent to the main trace would therefore be the best representation of the primary electron contribution, and the difference between A-B and the main trace is plotted as shown in Figure A-4 and analyzed in the same way as the cathode discharge to obtain the Maxwellian properties of the main discharge plasma. The primary electron energy ($\zeta_p$ in ev) is then given by the difference between the two plasma potentials and the primary electron density ($n_p$ in cm$^{-3}$) is given by:

$$n_p = 1.25 \times 10^{10} \frac{i_p}{\sqrt{\zeta_p}}$$

where $i_p$ is the primary electron current (in ma) at the main discharge plasma potential ($\phi_{main}$) from the original probe trace (Figure A-3).
APPENDIX B

ION BEAM FLATNESS PARAMETER

In order to facilitate the comparison of several ion beam profiles particularly if they were obtained at different total beam currents, an ion beam flatness parameter \((F)\) has been devised. It is defined as the ratio of the average current density \((j_{ave})\) over the maximum current density in the beam \((j_{max})\).

\[
F = \frac{j_{ave}}{j_{max}}
\]

For a cylindrical beam this becomes

\[
F = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^{r_o} 2\pi r \frac{j(r) dr}{\pi r_o j_{max}}
\]

where \(r_o\) is the outer radius of the beam. This radius may exceed the radius of the beam at the accel grid because of beam spreading at the sensing location. This parameter takes on the value zero for a delta function profile and the value unity for a uniform profile.

The integration implied in the preceding expression is accomplished numerically by summing the current densities \((j_i)\) at two diametrically opposed locations on the area centroid circles in each of a specified number \((n)\) of equal area rings of the beam.

\[
F = \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=-n}^{n} \frac{j_i}{j_{max}}
\]

where \(j_i\)'s are the current densities at radii given by \(r_i = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{(2i-1)}{2n}} r_o\).

For ten equal area segments this becomes:

\[
F = \frac{1}{20} \sum_{i=-10}^{10} \frac{j_i}{j_{max}}
\]
and the $j_i$'s are measured at or interpolated to the following radii:

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_1 &= \pm 0.224 \, r_o \\
  r_2 &= \pm 0.388 \, r_o \\
  r_3 &= \pm 0.501 \, r_o \\
  r_4 &= \pm 0.503 \, r_o \\
  r_5 &= \pm 0.672 \, r_o \\
  r_6 &= \pm 0.743 \, r_o \\
  r_7 &= \pm 0.808 \, r_o \\
  r_8 &= \pm 0.868 \, r_o \\
  r_9 &= \pm 0.924 \, r_o \\
  r_{10} &= \pm 0.975 \, r_o 
\end{align*}
\]
APPENDIX C
EFFECT OF CATHODE DISCHARGE SIZE ON ION LOSSES TO CATHODE REGION WALLS

Beam ion production costs are determined by the losses associated with both the main and cathode discharges. Masek\textsuperscript{13} has suggested a method for determining these costs by calculating the ion currents to the walls confining each of the associated discharges. He further suggests that a reduction in the dimensions of the cathode discharge should reduce the beam ion production costs. Although a complete Langmuir probe survey has not been obtained in the cathode discharge region, data from the single probe used provides the information necessary to estimate the losses in this region.

Figure C-1 shows the variation of cathode region electron (and ion) density with cathode region dimensional changes for a fixed distribution of cathode and main flows obtained from the cathode Langmuir probe output. Figures 19 and 20 show similar data for variable cathode flow conditions. Unfortunately the data of Figure C-1 were obtained at variable propellant utilizations (values indicated on each curve). The data of both sets of figures show about the same magnitudes and a universal tendency for the cathode region electron density to drop off for short cathode region lengths.

Calculation of the discharge power losses due to ion current to the cathode pole piece and baffle walls from the cathode discharge region has been accomplished using these data and the Bohm criterion to determine ion velocity in the manner suggested by Masek\textsuperscript{13}. The ion current to confining walls $J_i$ (amps) is given by:

$$J_i = 1.11 \times 10^{-14} A n_e T_e^{-1/3}$$

where $A$ is the cathode discharge region interior area (cm\textsuperscript{2}), $n_e$ is the electron density (cm\textsuperscript{-3}) and $T_e$ is the electron temperature (ev). If one assigns an approximate ion production cost of 70 ev/plasma-ion based on Masek's results, the power loss due to ion wall currents to the interior of the cathode discharge region, $P_c$ (ev/beam-ion) can be estimated:
**FIGURE C-1**

Effect of cathode region dimensions on electron density.

$\dot{m}_{total} = 825 \text{ ma}$

$\dot{m}_{hc} = 96 \text{ ma}$

- $4.9 \text{ cm dia (}\eta_u = 85\%)$
- $3.5 \text{ cm dia (}\eta_u = 85\%)$
- $6.3 \text{ cm dia (}\eta_u = 95\%)$

$\dot{m}_{total} = 464 \text{ ma}$

$\dot{m}_{hc} = 236 \text{ ma}$

- $4.9 \text{ cm dia (}\eta_u = 75\%)$
- $3.5 \text{ cm dia (}\eta_u = 65\%)$
- $2.2 \text{ cm dia (}\eta_u = 80\%)$

Electricity density-cathode region $(\text{cm}^{-3} \times 10^{-11})$.
\[ P_c = \frac{(70) J_1}{I_B} \]

The \( I_B \) used in this equation is the beam current expressed in amperes.

The results of the above analysis are presented in Figures C-2 and C-3 where the power losses due to the ion current to the confining walls of the cathode discharge are presented as a function of the dimensions of the discharge. The two figures show data obtained for the fixed cathode flow (Figure C-2) and variable cathode flow (Figure C-3) cases which were discussed in the body of the report. These figures show a consistent tendency for reductions in cathode discharge length or diameter to reduce ion losses in the cathode discharge region. The fact that throttled flow cathode discharge losses are greater than those observed at the high flow rate and that dimensional changes have the greatest influence on these losses for throttled flow is of interest. This occurs primarily because cathode region ion losses are almost fixed and their effect on the beam ion cost is most significant at lower beam current conditions. The losses indicated for the low flow rate condition are considered somewhat high, probably because of the assumed plasma ion production cost, which will vary with cathode region ion and neutral density conditions.

Ion wall losses in the cathode region show a universal tendency for reductions in cathode dimensions to reduce beam ion production costs. The fact that the performance data presented in Figures 10, 17, and 18 show both reductions and increases in discharge power with reductions in cathode dimensions means variations in losses in the main discharge mitigate against performance improvements achieved through reduction in ion wall losses in the cathode discharge region.
EFFECT OF CATHODE DISCHARGE SIZE ON DISCHARGE LOSSES DUE TO ION FLOW TO CONTAINING WALLS
(FIXED CATHODE FLOW)
EFFECT OF CATHODE DISCHARGE SIZE ON DISCHARGE LOSSES DUE TO ION FLUX TO CONFINING WALLS
(VARIABLE CATHODE FLOW)

FIGURE C-3
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